Global climatic drivers of leaf size
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Leaf size varies by over a 100,000-fold among species worldwide. Although 19th-century plant geographers noted that the wet tropics harbor plants with exceptionally large leaves, the latitudinal gradient of leaf size has not been well quantified nor the key climatic drivers convincingly identified. Here, we characterize worldwide patterns in leaf size. Large-leaved species predominate in wet, hot, sunny environments; small-leaved species typify hot, sunny environments only in arid conditions; small leaves are also found in high latitudes and elevations. By modeling the balance of leaf energy inputs and outputs, we show that daytime and nighttime leaf-to-air temperature differences are key to geographic gradients in leaf size. This knowledge can enrich “next-generation” vegetation models in which leaf temperature and water use during photosynthesis play key roles.

Leaf temperature is a key control on plant metabolic rates. Photosynthetic carboxylation increases strongly with temperature, but so too do catabolic processes such as dark respiration and photorespiration (9). Thus, net photosynthetic rate tends to peak at intermediate temperatures, with the optimum temperature typically higher in species from warmer regions (2, 3). Very high or low temperatures can impair enzyme function, disrupt membranes and cellular processes, and if sufficiently extreme, cause irreparable tissue damage (9). Plants show a variety of adaptations for increasing the proportion of the day that leaves can operate in near-optimal temperature ranges for photosynthesis and for avoiding temperature extremes (4, 5). Pendulous leaves with reflective leaf surfaces may avoid high midday temperatures (6), for example, whereas clumped canopy arrangements in alpine plants help to avoid extreme cold (7). Nonetheless, the most conspicuously varying trait that affects leaf temperature is the size of individual leaves. Across the plant kingdom, leaves vary from less than 1 mm² to greater than 1 m² in area (8). Larger leaves have a thicker boundary layer that slows sensible heat exchange with the surrounding air, meaning that—all else equal—they develop larger leaf-to-air temperature differences than that of smaller leaves (9, 10). All leaves are cooled by transpirational water loss, but this is particularly critical for large leaves, which face greater risk of potentially serious heat damage at high air temperatures and high irradiance, especially when soil water is limiting (2). These principles are central to well-known theories for optimal leaf size based on daytime leaf energy budgets (2, 9, 11–14), which predict disadvantages to being large-leaved at hotter, drier, and high-irradiance sites. In support of these predictions, many studies have shown smaller mean leaf sizes at sites with lower mean annual precipitation (MAP) (15–19) and higher irradiance (6, 20). However, two recent broad-scale surveys of leaf size versus mean annual temperature (MAT) (18, 19) have shown the opposite pattern to that predicted from these daytime energy budget considerations: mean leaf size clearly increases rather than decreases with MAT (21). These results pose a substantial challenge to accepted understanding based on “classic” energy budget theory. In other studies, large-leaved species have been shown as uncommon at cold, high-elevation sites (7, 22). This pattern instead accords with control by the nighttime energy balance—an under-appreciated influence—which indicates substantial disadvantage for large leaves in cold regions; they are more prone to frost damage because a thicker boundary layer slows sensible heat exchange with the soil, air, and surrounding vegetation, which is required to offset long-wave radiation losses to the nighttime sky (23, 24).

In this study, our first goal was global-scale quantification of how leaf size varies with site climate, allowing us to analyze the potentially interactive effects of site temperature, irradiance, and moisture and to provide robust tests of predictions from classic optimality-based theories for leaf size (2, 9, 11–14). Our second objective was to model the upper limit to viable leaf sizes in relation to the risks of night-chilling as well as daytime over-heating. By combining analysis of a large worldwide data set with a mechanistic approach to predicting maximum leaf sizes as a function of site climate, we sought to explain the latitudinal gradient in leaf sizes first noted by 19th-century plant geographers (25, 26)—a long-standing ecological conundrum, whose persistence has prevented realistic embedding of this key trait in global vegetation and Earth system models.

We compiled a leaf size data set for 7670 species from 682 nonagricultural sites worldwide, with sampling spread across all vegetated continents, climate zones, biomes, and major growth forms (figs. S1 and S2). At each site, leaf size data were aggregated to a single mean value per species, yielding 13,705 species-site combinations. “Leaf size” here refers to the one-sided projected area of single leaves, leaflets (for compound-leaved species), or leaf analogs (such as phyllodes and cladodes) for otherwise leafless species. Annual and growing-season climate data for each site were derived from source publications or from global climate data sets. Leaf size varied among species by more than five orders of magnitude. On average, trees had larger leaves than shrubs, herbs, or grasses (fig. S2), but very substantial variation could be observed within each growth form. There was also strong taxonomic patterning; for example, families such as Dipterocarpaceae and Magnoliaceae were characterized by many large-leaved species, whereas many small-leaved species were found in Cupressaceae, Ericaceae, and Fabaceae.

Leaf size was on average larger in equatorial regions and smaller toward the poles. A quadratic regression fit to latitude explained 28% of global variation (Fig. 1A), with near-identical trends in simple-leaved and compound-leaved species (fig. S3). Similar or even higher explanatory power was observed within major clades (fig. S4). Common climate metrics associated with latitude explained smaller but still substantial proportions of leaf size variation (Fig. 1 and table S2): MAP (Fig. 1B) and MAT explained 22 and 15% of the global variation, respectively (larger leaves at wetter or warmer sites). Other variables related to site moisture explained less variation than did MAP [such as moisture index (MI), the ratio of annual precipitation to potential evapotranspiration, coefficient of determination (R²) = 0.12 (Fig. 1C)]. For site temperature, the strongest relationships to leaf size, all positive in sign, were
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with climate variables expressed on a growing season basis [mean growing season temperature, $R^2 = 0.21$ (Fig. 1D); mean temperature of the coldest month during the growing season, $R^2 = 0.24$]. Leaf size was statistically correlated with irradiance, but with little explanatory power ($R^2 < 0.01$, $P = 0.002$) (Fig. 1E). In general, relationships between leaf size and individual climate variables were tighter in woody than in nonwoody species and, among woody taxa, tighter in evergreen than in deciduous species (tables S3 and S4).

Combinations of climate variables explained the most variation in leaf size. Site temperature [most notably, mean temperature during the warmest month ($T_{WM}$)], irradiance, and moisture (MAP or MI) showed strong interactive effects, with best-fit surfaces being twisted planes (Fig. 2 and fig. S5). At the driest sites (MAP < ~800 mm or MI < ~0.5), leaf size weakly decreased with $T_{WM}$, whereas across wetter sites, leaf size increased with $T_{WM}$ ($R^2 = 0.34$) (Fig. 2). This coupling with site temperature was increasingly steep and tight at higher MAP (fig. S6A). Similarly, leaf size was unrelated to MAP at colder sites ($T_{WM}$ in the range from 0° to 15°C) but was positively related to MAP at warmer sites, and increasingly so the higher the $T_{WM}$ (fig. S6C). Qualitatively similar patterns with similar explanatory power were found when substituting irradiance for $T_{WM}$ in these analyses (figs. S5 and S6, B and D), or MI for MAP ($R^2 = 0.33$): Leaves were smaller at drier sites only in warm regions, smaller at hotter or higher irradiance sites only in dry regions, and smaller at colder sites, especially under wetter conditions. That is, each of the individual predictions from previous leaf energy balance theory was supported under specific conditions, but none was universally true.

Our empirical analyses indicated that the upper limits to leaf size showed marked trends both with latitude (quantile regression slopes in Fig. 1A and fig. S4) and climate (fig. S6, A to D; quantile regressions in Fig. 1, B to D, and fig. S5; and table S2). To explore this upper-limit issue more deeply, we developed a simple but robust approach to energy-balance modeling for both daytime and nighttime leaf-to-air temperature differences (fig. S8). Energy balance theory (2, 4) predicts that the net radiation at the leaf surface in steady state must be equal to the sum of sensible and latent heat exchanges with the surrounding air, the former being proportional to the leaf-to-air temperature difference ($\Delta T$), the latter to the transpiration rate. On the basis of this theory, we applied a generic calculation to predict upper bounds on leaf size during the daytime, for each study site. We assumed that plants cannot transpire faster than at the maximum rate allowed by the net radiation balance of the leaf and the temperature of the air, and that the transpiration rate is progressively reduced as soil moisture availability declines. Using the well-established relationship between leaf boundary-layer conductance ($g_b$) and size (4, 9), we can then derive for any given set of climatic conditions the maximum leaf size that keeps leaf temper-

ature below a specified upper limit throughout the year.

We also considered the energy balance of leaves during the nighttime, when net radiation is negative and the extent to which this is compensated by sensible heat exchange determines $\Delta T$ (23, 24). For this calculation of maximum expected leaf size, we specified a lower temperature limit below which active leaves would be expected to suffer serious damage. We considered

![Fig. 1. Global trends in leaf size (LS) in relation to latitude and climate. (A) Species are coded as simple-leaved (blue circles) or compound-leaved (orange squares; for which “leaf size” refers to that of the leaflets). Solid fitted line (quadratic regression, all species), logLS = 1.37 + 0.006 Lat - 0.0004 Lat²; $R^2 = 0.28$, $P < 0.0001$. Shown in fig. S3, A and B, are equivalent graphs, with slopes fitted separately to simple- and compound-leaved species, and when considering leaf size of compound leaves to be that of the entire leaf rather than that of the leaflets. (B) Mean annual precipitation (logLS = 1.02 logMAP - 2.18; $R^2 = 0.22$, $P < 0.0001$). (C) Annual equilibrium MI (logLS = 0.70 logMI + 1.00; $R^2 = 0.12$, $P < 0.0001$). (D) Mean temperature during the growing season (logLS = 0.07 $T_D$ - 0.28; $R^2 = 0.21$, $P < 0.0001$). (E) Annual daily irradiance (logLS = 0.002 RAD + 0.54; $R^2 = 0.002$, $P = 0.002$). In (A) to (E), fitted slopes were estimated by using linear mixed models (site and species treated as random effects); further details of leaf size–climate relationships are given in table S2. In (A) to (E), sample $n = 13,641$ species–site combinations and dashed lines show the 5th and 95th quantile regression fits. Further analysis by using quantile regression is presented in fig. S7.]
only temperatures encountered during the thermal growing season, on the basis that leaves in the coldest part of the year in cold-winter climates will be shed or cold-hardened and dormant. On the basis of these two constraints—applying an upper leaf temperature limit of 50°C (27, 28), and a lower temperature limit of -5°C (29)—we derived two predictions of maximum viable leaf size for each of the 682 sites in our data set. From these data, we derived general predictions for latitudinal trends in maximum leaf size and compared them with observed data (Fig. 3 and figs. S9 to S12).

At arid sites (MI < 0.5) (Fig. 3A), the upper boundary of leaf size is almost universally consistent with estimated daytime constraints (Fig. 3, red dashed line) because rapid transpiration is impossible when water supply is limited, and large leaves are disadvantaged by reaching damagingly high temperatures. At intermediate-MI sites (Fig. 3B), daytime constraints appear more limiting between ~20° S and 20° N, but nighttime constraints dominate outside this zone. At wet sites (MI > 1.5) (Fig. 3C), daytime constraints are predicted to be unimportant because sufficient water is generally available for effective transpirational cooling, with nighttime constraints dominating at all latitudes.

These results can be generalized in the form of global maps showing geographic trends in maximum leaf size (Fig. 4) and its determinants (fig. S13). Maximum viable leaf sizes are shown to be especially small both in warm deserts and cold, high-elevation regions (such as Tibet and the Andes), but for different reasons relating to daytime and nighttime constraints, respectively. Steep gradients of predicted maximum leaf size can be found, for example, where arid subtropics transition into wet tropics. In very warm (day and night), ever-wet climates, there may be no effective thermal constraint on leaf size (figs. S4, deep blue shade, and S13, “unlimited” category). In these situations, it is likely that other limits to leaf size come into play, such as the biomechanics of support (6) or whole-plant hydraulic architecture (30). We estimate that these situations represent 4.3%
of global land area, whereas nighttime constraints provide the dominant control for 51%, daytime constraints 38%, and night and day constraints colimit leaf sizes for 6.7% of land (fig. S13).

Our model is based on a first-order empirical approximation to transpiration that can be derived in terms of boundary-layer theory (31, 32). It is likely to be more accurate for canopy species. All else being equal, lower energy inputs in shaded situations may allow for larger leaf sizes than predicted (6, 11–13, 33), whereas shallower-rooted species with restricted access to water might have smaller leaf sizes than predicted (34). More explicit modeling of leaf-level energy balance is possible. However, consideration of, for example, vertical gradients of leaf size would also entail modeling of within-canopy humidity and wind speeds, which is a more complex task.

What are the selective advantages that favor large leaves under conditions when they are physiologically possible? This is not well understood, but two prospective explanations seem most promising. First, by deploying a given leaf mass as fewer, larger leaves, the associated twig costs tend to be lower (13, 33), even if within-leaf structural costs are higher (36). All else being equal, this should lead to a growth advantage (37). Second, the wider leaf-to-air temperature differences possible for larger leaves may allow them to more quickly heat up to favorable temperatures for photosynthesis during cool mornings, leading to substantially higher photosynthetic returns (5). In addition, under sufficiently hot and high-irradiation conditions, wider leaf-to-air temperature differences may allow larger leaves to operate at temperatures substantially lower than that of the surrounding air (and more favorable for photosynthesis), provided sufficient soil water is available to support the necessary transpiration (9, 38, 39).

A wide range of leaf sizes exists at any given climate or latitude (Fig. 1). Leaf size is coordinated with many other features of plant architecture, canopy display, and plant hydraulics (6, 7, 13, 30, 35, 40), apparently leading to many equally viable leaf size strategies for a given climate. Additional factors are known to influence leaf size; most notably, low-nutrient soils are characterized by smaller-leaved species (6, 17), smaller-leaved species seemingly suffer less herbivory (41), and as already noted, larger leaves may be favored under deep shade (6, 11–13, 33). Nonetheless, it appears that climate provides the dominant control on the global geographic limits to leaf size, acting both through daytime and nighttime constraints. The nighttime constraint on leaf size in seasonally cold climates has featured in literature on alpine regions and on frost risks in agriculture (23, 24), but its generality has not previously been noted.

Our analyses have moved beyond consideration of bivariate leaf size–climate relationships (6, 7, 15–22), and in doing so, they show simple, interpretable patterns that had not emerged from previous analyses of more limited sets of observations. By pairing broad-scale data synthesis with a simple and robust approach to leaf energy balance modeling, we have shown that the key to understanding geographical limits to leaf size is the leaf-to-air temperature difference, which reflects the balance of energy inputs and outputs. This approach provides a quantitative explanation for the latitudinal gradient in leaf size, one of the oldest observations in ecology (25, 26), for which no general theory existed previously. This knowledge has the potential to enrich “next-generation” vegetation models, in which leaf temperature and water use during photosynthesis play key roles, and to constrain predictions from species distribution models in relation to climate change. It will aid reconstruction of paleoclimate from leaf macrofossils (25, 26, 19, 27), an enterprise that also dates back more than a century (42) but which, until now, has relied entirely on empirical relationships between leaf traits and climate.
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Leaf size, climate, and energy balance
Why does plant leaf size increase at lower latitudes, as exemplified by the evolutionary success of species with very large leaves in the tropics? Wright et al. analyzed leaf data for 7670 plant species, along with climatic data, from 682 sites worldwide. Their findings reveal consistent patterns and explain why earlier predictions from energy balance theory had only limited success. The authors provide a fully quantitative explanation for the latitudinal gradient in leaf size, with implications for plant ecology and physiology, vegetation modeling, and paleobotany.
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